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ABSTRACT 

Blower doors are used to measure the airtightness and air 
leakage of building envelopes. As existing dwellings in the 
United States are ventilated primarily through leaks in the 
building shell (i.e., infiltration) rather than by whole-house 
mechanical ventilation systems, quantification of airtightness 
data is critical in order to answer the following kinds of ques
tions: What is the construction quality of the building enve
lope? Where are the air leakage pathways? How tight is the 
building? Tens of thousands of unique fan pressurization 
measurements have been made of U.S. dwellings over the past 
decade, and the available data have been collected into an air 
leakage database. This report documents what is in that data
base and then uses the data to determine relevant leakage 
characteristics in the U.S. housing stock in terms of region, 
age, construction type, and quality. 

INTRODUCTION 

Virtually all knowledge about the airtightness of build
ings comes from field measurements of fan pressurization 
using blower door technology. Infiltration is the interaction of 
this envelope tightness with driving forces such as those 
caused by weather. Blower doors measure airtightness of the 
building envelope, or equivalently, air leakage. This report 
summarizes our measured air leakage data for U.S . dwellings. 

This report does not intend to cover issues related to the 
fan pressurization measurements themselves. There exist 
many measurement standards" throughout the world, but the 
two used by ASHRAE Standards relevant to much of the work 
in North America are the ASTM Standard3 and the Canadian 
Standard.10 Issues of measurement uncertainty27 and repro
ducibility,20 while important, will not be discussed in detail. 
Both technical7 and popular I 4•13 articles are available to famil-

iarize the reader with some of the relevant issues. While these 
data can be used to produce representative information about 
the U.S. housing stock,29 the conclusions in this report are not 
so extrapolated. 

This report focuses on single-zone buildings. While fan 
pressurization techniques are sometimes used for component 
or multizone leakage measurements, the vast majority of 
measurements have been made for whole-building, single
zone situations, such as single-family homes. The data 
summarized herein will deal with single-family homes 
throughout the United States for a wide variety of vintages, 
construction types, and conditions. 

BACKGROUND 
Air leakage data are now used for a wide variety of 

purposes from the qualitative (e.g., construction quality 
control) to the quantitative (e.g., envelope tightness stan
dards). As the key envelope property related to airflow, it is 
used in one form or another for infiltration-related modeling. 
Given such diverse uses, it is not surprising that it is often 
treated as a stand-alone quantity, even though air leakage is 
only an intermediate value. 

Before proceeding on to summarize the current measure
ments, it may be instructive to briefly review the history of fan 
pressurization measurements and their relationship to airflow 
modeling. Blower-door technology was first used in Sweden 
as a window-mounted fan to test the tightness of building 
envelopes.8 The technology was brought to the U.S. by Blom
sterberg and used at Princeton (to help find and fix leaks), 16 
where it became a blower door. 

During this period the diagnostic potentials of blower 
doors began to become apparent. Blower doors helped to 
uncover hidden bypasses17 that accounted for a much greater 
percentage of building leakage than did the presumed culprits 
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of window, door, and electrical outlet leakage. The use of, .. 1deeisions. Each specific purpose has a different set of issues 
blower doors as part of retrofitting and weatherizati6il became · : associated with it regarding the use of the blower-door data. 
known as "house doctoring"18•12 and led to the creation �f An earlier work28 describes related data sources and their use 
instrumented audits15 and computiirized optimizations.32 in determining energy liabilities in more detail. 

While it w�s well un.derstood �oat b\'O�er_doors could be .; '.,. ,.-, 
used to measure airtightness, the use of blower-door d�\a. 
could not be generally used to estimate real-time airflows 
under natural conditions. When compared With tracer-gas 
measurements, early modeling work9 was found wanting: 
Attributed to (and often denied by) J(ron�all and Per�ily,22 
Lhere was a rule of thumb that seem�d Lo relate blo.wer-door 
data to seasonal air change data in spite of its implic ily:• 

ACH50 ACH�----W- i· (1) 

That is, the seasonal amount of natural air exchange could 
be related to the airflow necessary to pressurize a building to 

· 50 pascals, whete ACH is the natural air changes per hour aLtd 
ACH50 are the air changes induced.by a 50 Pa pressure using 
a fan. 

· 

To overcome the physical liII).itations of such rules c:if 
thumb, it is necessary to physically model the situation, which, 
in this case, means separating the leakage characteristics of·the'· 
building from the driving forces (\!l'eather). As the early 
versions of the ASTM standard show; leakage is convention
ally described as a power law, Equation 3,* which was found 
to be empirically valid but without theoretical substantiation 
(until reoently21). 

• 
· ;, ,,,.,, 1:. · 

Using orifice flow (Equation 4*) as· a pl\Y!lical model,'lfl'e 
blower-door data an'be u ed to estimale theeffed.lvc leakage 
area (ELA from Equatron 5). U1 ing·Lliis orifice�Oow partidigm, 
the LBL Infiltration model25 was developei:I bnd;vali'dated26 
and became ittcorpofa.ted into: the1 IASHRAE Handbook_:_ 
Fundamentals. 2 Much of the subsequent work on quantifying 
infiltration i ba�ec)1 on.that ruodei, in�Lu·cti�g-ASHRiAE Stan
dard 1193.23 and $.tandaid 136.4 A more detailed descril?Hon of 
how Lo use fan prcsst�ization data is curren tly availa&;c::ll , ,, I ,. 
' While ACH50 is a popular single-parnmeter quantifica-
tion or leakage, the one used most by ASHRAE is called 
''nonnalizcd leakag�,'' NL, which, like ACH50 can J;ie_ calc�
lated from fan pressurization measurements5 (i.e., the expo
nent, n, and the effective leakage area, ELA) and the building 
geometry (i.e., the floor: area, Ap and the buildiµg height, H): 

NL= IOOOELA (_!!_)o.3 
Af 2.5m (2) 

Blower 9oors are still used to find.and fix the.l.eaks, but 
more and more the.values generated by the measurements are 
used to estimatp· infi-:trntion for bot�. ''EdOQ,tJJit quality and 
energy consun}ption estimates. These estimates, in tum, are 
used to compafe to standards or as bases for program or policy 

*. TI1e in1portWJl equations µe deriv�d i�r.Appe��ix A, .Leakage 
Modeling. · ·" ' · · 
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DESCRIPTION OF LEAKAGE MEASUREMENTS 

-'� The primary kind of data usedifi this report are, of cbursi, 
leakage data. We required that all data in our dataset be from 
single-family detached dwellings with a known U.S. loc1;l;tio�. 
We-also required the size of the dwelling and the number o\ 
stories to be known. We requested, btit did not always receive, 
more detailed information including the leakage exponent, the 
,y.ear of construction, the type of construction, floor/bas�,ll}ent 
. type, HVAC system, the building height, and any information 
regardin� retrofits or general building condition. We used all 
acceptable data available to us. Mdst of the data we used were 
,either pubiished or volunteered by; other researchers or pra<;,
titioners. The largest published dataset used ·was the AIVC 
Leakage Database.19. T)1ose who volunteered published or 
'unpublished data are lis�ed in.the "Acknowledgments." 

We can summarize the dataset we have in a number of 
ways. Figure 1 graphically displays the location and number 
of leakage measurements that have been incorporated into our 
database. Included in our database are 12,946 individual 
measure,men.ts on more than 12,,500 houses fro.ni the sources 
listed in the acknowledgments, including about 450 homes 
from. t_he _.q\IVC numerical daJa J;iase. Jhe larg�st,,soµrces o,f. 
data consiste,�; of.. �p?8QO ho,11;sysJrop\ A_laska, �lapai:na,, 
Veanon 'l,an.<hR11i94� Island, 1fr01;i;i)?.1W[&y1 R�ted .£1o�<is of 
Ami:rica. . . , .. -�· ·,; , . 1 

• I 
FU;S_ULTS ,,, J( ,, ,' 

•• .11 I I • • I 

.. , In the c�llection proces � data w�rF sought fro'P..all over 
tbe U.S. So ope impc;irtant br�akdow)l,of the data.we looked at 
�.as th<; e�l?JlP1ati�n of leakag� by·� .ate. Our �a!a break Ct9wn 
�� indica�f.? m ,Table I, Normalizeq .Leakage by ��ate, fhich 

F1gutJ'1 Gkogi·aphic ·' distriburion of ,, : L�ilkage 
. , . meall1reme11ts'i111'databf1�'e (Septe11Jb�r 19°94). 

c; r ;· ' ' ·�, 11 .,, J;; P; ·L1• ; ,' 
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TABLE 1 
Normalizec;t· Leakage by State , . 

-

State 

Alabama 

Alas.�,a. 

Arizona 

Arkansas 

California 

Colorado 

Corinel!ticut 
I 

Geo,rgia 

Idaho 

Illinois 

Iowa 

Indiana 

Maine 

Massachusetts 

Northeast" 
.,: [I 

A,verage , , 
Normalized Leakage 

0.85 
i.99 

.. 0.66 · 
'J .95 

'· 
p.73 

Q.87 
0.50 
1.57 

· -
: ! . 0.50 

0.66 I 

0.14 
0.39 

t 0.40 

0:53 

l.f 6 
-

·'· 

' 

. -· 

Standard 
DeviatiOn N 

.33 30 
-

1.16 2830 

.49 .. I 5 

.98 '·551 
·,�o 253 

.. . 
.3� p 

I NIA' 1 

.29 7 
-· .. 

.49 I 56 

.60 179 

' .07 2 
' 

NIA 1 

. IO 3 

.22. 3 

.78 ,. 467 

.. , 
State ' 

Min'nesota 
. 

Missouri 

Montfil.11! · I 

Nev�da'. 

New Hamp�hire 

New Yo�k 

North Carolina 
Oklahoma 

Oregon .,, 

Rhode ls!and 
South Carolina 

Vermont 
Virginia 

Washi�gton 

Other• 

. 

I 1i• Average Standa•d 
Nornwlized Leakage , Deviatfon 

' •  0.38 
1 .64 

0.14 
j 'b.78 

j ,•,I 
1.13 

... 0.73' 
1 .48 

1.12 

0.40 

,. 1.88 

0.78:-

1 .56 
' 

0.23 ' 

0.44 

o.nJ 

.. ·.2·1 

( 

' 

·I· 

' ' 

' .�5 
.I I 
.49 

N/A 
.58 

.86 

.70 

.21 

.50 

.36 

.55 

.05 

.24 

.39 

N 

2 

II 
19 

,. 4 

1 
282 

187 
204 

79 

6284 
I :··2 

1 186 

2 
199 

83 

a, These homes corile from three studi�� in.which the state was not ide�tifie�': one in !he Northeas.tern States, the other two from the Pacific �orthwest nnd lowu. 

does nof include hny data from 22 state ,"a\Lhou.gh some of 
the5e'st�Les maJ 'be inclU1ded in the !'Othe.r" group . . 

In1exlimi.ning rciional tlends, we·auempted'to u e regres
sion techniques to determine if there were any leakage.tr�nds 
with climate, latitude, etc. Our analysis showed no significant 
trends with these climate-related parameters, indicating the 
trends in leakage are more dominated by construction quality, 
local pr�ctices; age disli"ibution', etc., than they are-by weatl1er. 
As fin example, one can examine more ex.treme·c imates , such 
a ''Alaska and Yermoni, lvllicb appear li;i�kler, thah th�'. mild 
climates, Si1ch as Caljfornia and Oiegon; bL1t o her mild 
climates, such as North Carolina, appear quite leaky. 

Any such analysis, however, may be confounded QY the 
fact that the large (Energy Rated Homes) datasets are in 
general leakier than the rest ofthe data. This suggests that the 
other datasets included in our study may be more biased by 
new, tight, or novel construction. While the authors know of 
other large datasets, most of these were not accessible or 
usable for this study. Data, however, continue to be generated 
in both the public and private sector that could be used in the 
future to address these issues. 

By its very nature, the sample we have collected is not 
statistically representative of the almost 75 million single
family households in the U.S. Furthermore, different.compo
nent datasets and measurements are of different qualities and 
shou.19 not be treated equally. Figure 2 dem9ns(rates this fact 
by showi�g po� uneve�ly distributed over the range of leak
age values our sample is. Having said that, we must realize that 

T0-98'25·1 

these data represent the best set we could then gerierate and w.e 
sh,l}ll use it.to swumarize the important physical characteristics 
containecJ in,tl}is. databasy. Wqrk continues on extrapolating 
this ·,(lt)ta l,!L, to �e representative of the JJ.S. tock. , 

' Table 4. Summ.li.ry of L.eakage"Measurements, presents 
the ,overa�l co11tc;;nt •of the; dataset aJJ�· .contains .the ,year of 

' .. . � 
• 4000 �.�,�___,,___,,___,,��-.----,�.---,�---,,.....,..,�---, Average= 1.72 

Ill 
.CU 
Ill 
� 0 J: 
-
0 
.... 
Cl) 

;.c 

3%qo Sfd'.1 Dev.= o.a4 
saMpte Size = 1'2946 

3000 , , 

2500 

2000 \I 

E 1500 � z 
1000 

··sot> 

0 ,I � ., 3 ,,; 4 
Normalized Leak�ge 

Figure 2 iJi'Stribuiion 'of leakage measurements b')I_ value. 
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TABLE�-
Summary of Leakage Measurements 

Mean 

Year Built 1965 
Floor Area[��] 156.4 
Norfnalized 'Leakage J.72 

ACH50 29.7 
Exponent • 0.649 

, . 

rl 

Std Dev. 

- 24.2 

66.7 
; 0.84 

14.5 

0.084 

construction, the size of the dwellings, and several variables 
relating the leakag€-information. We have chosen two ways pf 
expressing air leakage (ACH50 and NL) because they are the 
two most commonly\" in use in practice or in standards; the 
exponent and year built are important diagnostic and compar
ative tools as we see below; the floor area was chosen as the 
size norinalizing parameter because it is used in the ASHRAE 
standards. 

We can use the dataset to see if there is a useful correlation 
between· the two ways of quantifying leakage. The average 
ratio between A CH 50 and NL is 1 7 .5, with a standard deviation 
of 2.3,! indicating that a 13% extra uncei:tainty (in lhe form bf 
a bias) can l>e' imroduced when cohverting dii-�ctiy 'bet\�een 
lhese two quantities. Equation 7 ( 'be Appendix A)11s'uggests 
that these two quantities are directiy related and there should 
be no need for comparing them. While there is a general'iiela-· 
tionship, it varies with the quantities, such as the exponent and 
building height, thus creating the ex1ra )3% uncertainly. In 
general we will u c normalited leakage ratl1crthan aiictWiiges 
at 50 Pa 10 make our leakage comp(.U'isons.: • . · · ·: · 

.,. 

I ti • J • � • • • 1 ', I 'I j ,, 
The 1 eakage value.� in Table 2 are averages of 1jressuriza-

11on ru1d depr�surization vaJues wtlen1i�er'boit{'ex1st�d.1 One 
queslion that has often been posetl1i� wr16th¢i' onlot ti1e�1l 1 il 
significant difference between 't'li� lwo. 'Fig�rd 3 is a plol of 
their fractional difference. The outliers-are principally from 
very tight houses in which the· absolute difference was small 
but the percentage difference was quite large. We analyzed all 
of the, cases in w,h,ich both were measured and found that , of 
the 280 usable measurements, pressurization tests reported 
9% higher leakage on average than did depressurization.As 
1l1e error of the mean was 2%, thi difference i significant.The 
�%value was calculated fr'qni the nom1alized leakage values. 
We repeated the analysis using the air changes at 50 Pa and 
found the same trend but a l!lrger (i.e., 12%) value and a 
narrower distribution. 

This result suggested tµafthere might be a difference in 
exponent between pressutjiation and depressurization, but 
our analysis shows that there was no statistically significant 
difference_ Figure 4 shows the general distribution of ex po
nents and they appear quite, clustered, even though there 
were many nonphysical out)j�rs. The nv�ragc exponent for 
the more than :t9'00 measurements that reported exponents 
is 0.65 with a standard deviat"i'on of 0.08; multiple measure
ments on 'the same ho'use �!�re treated a'� independent. 
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Number of Houses 

I/) Q) I/) ::J 

1492 

12946 

12946 

12902 

2224 

80 

� 60 
.... 0 
... Q) 
.Q 40 E ::J 
z 

20 

-0.4 

Min. Max ·'-

1850 1993 

37 720 
0.023 4.758 
0.47 83.6 

0.336 1.276 

Average Difference = .05 ± .01 

-0.2 0.0 

Std. Dev.= .19 
1 

··0.2' 
Normalized Leakage , 1 "'\'• 

Pressurize - Depre.ssurize 
, �; I . ' ") ·:,. ' ; : j; )j .' ; / 

Figure 3 Probability distribu�ion _ of;· thg differoru::e 
•• r between pressurization and <l�pr.e\fsurizatian. 

) 

�'We examined the dat���t in s01�e d�!ail t9 l?o�At fiy� 
bti�ld.ing criteria , that. 011).,Y impact leiikagy:. _n�•l) b.er of 
s.�?.ries, ye'H' of �onslfl\<;:Jion, floor/baseme!1t t�pe,, Lbi��ma11 
di� tribution system atjp retroWting. We <;li,scuss bel w the 
impact of each of these factqq;. .,, . 

• r J 

N1,1mber of Stories ,, • 
i\) I 

Most of.the, U.S. Housing stock is in on¢,- and. two•· 
story, single-family dwellings. We looked at the entire 
dataset to determine if that difference in coiistriictioi'i; type 
affect� the .l�akage. Appro.ximl!-tely 56.% of,<,mr m-eas,ure
ments are of multistory dwellil).gs. We.fiµd �pat mµltistory 
ho.u,ses are, )1% lea�ier (i.e., NL=l .S). than �iqglt;-story 
h�uses (i.e., /'{L=l .6) !Nitp.im error of .Hie mei;in n.�� 1%,. 
This value is, therefore, s�atistically•significant, an.d we can 
con�lude that there is a differt1nce between single- and 
multiple-storied dwellitigs. _\ /, - , , , . 1 



600 
· Average= .651 

500 Std. Dev.= .011 
ti) Q) Number = 1942 ti) 400 ::s 
10 
;t: 
ti 300 
... Q) .c 
E 200 
::s 
z 

100 

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
Flow Exponent 

Figure 4 Dis(r,ibutiori of leakage exponents. 

Floor/Basement Type 

-

We restricted. our consideration of this issue to two 
classes: those d�ellings that had floor leakage to outdoors 
(i .e., crawl space homes. and unconditioned basements) and 
those that had no floor leakage to outdoors (i .e ., slab-on-grade 
and fully qmditioned basen:i�nt homes). The vast majority 
(80%) of 0ur dataset had floor leakage (at NL=l .75). The 
subsd that did not was slightly (5%) tighter (at NL=l .64) and 
this value �as statistically significant. 

Dwelling Age · · ' 

We examined the data for which ye� of construction was 
available fo. see if there wew leakage trends correlating fo the 
age of the d�elli.ng, Exaillining the data in detail we found a 
break point at tile year 1980. Figure 5 is a plot of average NL 
(and· standard deviation) for various house.age bins for those 
houses \Vhe're the year of.construction was .known. The bin 
spaCin:� is irregular in an attempt to 'improve bin-size distribu
tion and to respond' to the grouping of Hie data. The 628 houses 
builL after 1980 did. not sho.w any trend with age and were 
tighter (NL=0 .47) than average. The 869 houses built prior to 
1980 showed a clear incr�ase in leakage with increasing, age 
and were, on average, leakier (NL=l .05) than new hous·es but 
still ti&hter-thun the. average of the entire dataset (NL=L72). 

Thermal D_istribut.ion System 

Because Of the current interest in the efficiency of resi
dential the�al distributions systems, we analyzed those 
homes (ab�ut 11 % ofthe total sample) where th�re was knowl-' 
edge about· the exist�nce (or absence) of a duct system. The 
surprisirig1result wa.s that $e homes with duct systems (43% 
of this subset) were tighter. (NL::;O . 7) than those h0mes that did 
not have duct systems (NL=0.9). W:here duct systems were 

T0-98-25-.1• 
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145 16 Sample Size = 1492 4 QI 
g> 2 87 73 7 
� 
ca 79 68 7 QI 

...I Numbers Indicate 'CJ QI Sam.pie Size 
.!::! In Each Bin· a; 
E 81 - ... 1 

·n�q"Hl 
0 z 
QI CJ) 

' f! 71 
QI 

:! 
> 
<I:' 

0 I I I I I I I I I I 
'' 1 2 ,5 10 I 20 50 1 00 

; , House Age [Years from 1994J · 
Ii I •, 

Figure 5 . Plot of nonnalized leakage vs. age (base year 
1994). Fit lines a.re best fits to data:with an 
exclusive knot at:1980 (i.e., 14-years-old). 

'me�sured sep\ll'ately (ahopt 1 % of the to ta( sample)? they 
a�'Coµnted for just under 3q% of the total leakage�-a finding 
ccmsisl,ent with, other studies, I, , , , 

Retrofitting 

A ( 465 house) subse�.of the houses were me.asurcd as part 
of re,trnl:i't or o/eatherjzation projects and had meaSUf\;l\lents 
both before and after the retrofits were done. Figure 6 shows 
the distribution of retrofit impacts on the normalized Leakage. 
From' .th�se .measurements. we found 1)1al th.e average retrofi� 
reduq:d ,the leakage by abotit 25% (from NL= 1.34 to NL=0.99 
with· the error of'ihe mean differe,nce being NL=0.03) . . 

. . ... . . . ' . ,. . 
250 �������·"'---�������---, 

200 
UI QI Ill :::I 0 1�0· :;c 

· -C! 
Cii 

..c 100 E :::I z 
50 

• i !) 

I 1 

' Average ��duction = .35 ·± .03 (26%) 

" 

-2.0 

Std. Dev.= .63 
'Number ..; 4,65 

. 
Normalized Leakage 

PrA-,Po�t Retrofit 

3.0 

Figure 6. Distributiqn �f leak0;ge changes due to retrofits. 
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CON�LUSIONS ' '  . ·.: 

The first significant finding is that dwelliil.gs· appear to be 
even le.akier than previously estimated. This current aria:iysis 
includes large datasets that represent·much'•more eomprehen
sive cross sections of ordinary homes(in partidmar locations 
(e.g., Rhode Island, Alaska, Vermont, etc.) thah had been 
previously studied. Although not spread evenly atound the 
country, these I110re intensive studi<ts·suggds't that our, previous 
leakage estimat� were bia��d townrd tighter housing, proba� 
bly because more-energy-efficient hou es-have been studied in 
detail. I 11; .: ••• ;1, 1: 

Unlike the fields for leakage, floor/basement type, the 
number of stories, the impact of ducts, the effect of retrofits, 
and year of construction rnformation is available on only 
subsets of the data. Furthermore, these subseM themselves 
appear to be tighter than the dataset as·.a whole, probably 
reflecting the fact that in the larger, broader studies1:less infor
mation was n:corded and the detailed studies probably tended 
to be on .better· (qr newer) construction. Future studies should 
endeavor to do internal controls to try to ascertain whether 
such factors could: bias the results. . ' . ' 

We exaJlljned the data subsets in many ways and looked 
at distributions of various quantities. In almost every distribu
tion at which we looked, there were more outliers than w,ould 
be expected from a normitl dii;tributipn; some of.them.were 
nonphysical and were i�duced, most likely by 111e�surement 
problems such as weather effects or mismatches . between 
equipment capac,it.ies and dwelling cqnditioJ'IS. Oµtliers may 
also be caused by d.ata �ntry e�ors. Qutlier studies c:;mprovide 
us�fu),insight �nto physical effi;cts:p.re�t?!lPn speqalis.ubs�t,s:. 
Ca_i:e mu�t;be �aken when trying tQ �ake,ye�i1l ex\rapol�ions 
to the population becfause somY, statis.�i<;:!l\r�W\lntiti�s,,suc;h as 

.. 
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by the non-Gaussian nature of the popJ.1lation. The simple 
averages taken in this repo�t, however, are reasonably robust 
and not very sensitive to &uch effects. 

Our ear lie t study28 lrnd indlcated that approxhnately half 
the U.S. would meel ASHRAE's airtighlness slandard.3 111is 
dataset has less than 10% of the country meeting that standard. 

· We have recently completed a new study29 that uses these leak
age data and other datasets to extrapolllte,,residential ventila
tion performance to the existing stock in a :Statistically 
meaningful way. The reader should consult that report to see 
the �egional impact of air leaka�e and ventilation system 
choices on the ventilation, energy, and economi.cs related to 
house tightness. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A: :c 1stack coefficient·[•] 
= building tfodr'atea [m2] 

'.\·''; ',;. 
= air change rate (ach) [h-1) . . . I I'" I . • ' .. .. 

percentjle estimates or kurtosis,;�r·Pp1signjfic�ntl;l( ,bips<1d ACH50 = air change rate ai 50 Pa _p e�suri:: diffet-ence (
-�ch) [h�1 i' ,, !• • • ' 

• CJ . Ji !!I'' IJ!'l . , •'ll .. f . . TABLE 3 
ii ' . Li'St of Data c'd�t:ributors Used in This Report 

Contributor' 
Rbn Hughes,'Evan Brown 

· f<ienneth Wiggers \, 

6 

Mark Ternes 

T�rry Sharp 

Rose Girer-Wjl�Qn 
Bin Levins I 

Larry Palmiter· &Tami Bond 

Bruce Wilcox _,, 
Victor Espanosa 
P�ter Stni�k' 11 

' . . 
Bob Carv(jr, Bob Kelly 

Ml),tson, .Jump, Modera 
. '\ 

Liddainent 'et al. 

. .. 

. I 
.. 

: 

. . 

' . 

... 
... 

.... 

'· 

, 
\ 

I 

... 

�· fustitution 
Bucrgy Rated H9.mes of America 

American Radon Services, 

Oak Ridge Natiorlal Lab 

Ouk Ridge NaJional Lab 
:lJniversity of Illinois 

Oak Ridge National Lab 
\ 

Ecotope 

Berkeley Solar Group 

Las Angeles}Dept. of Water & Power 

Synertccti · 
. ' 

,!:lew York.S,t�eJiRJ)A 
Lawre'nce-Betkeley Labs '· 

· ' Aii1infiltratio� �nd Ventilation Centre 

Region 
Alaska, Arkansas, Rhode island,' aJ_Jd Verln�nt 

. ., .. ' 
Iowa q . +; ,, .. 

Northeastern States, and Gklilhoma :'• 
' "North CaroiiJa 

' \ .I' 

' 
Illinois .. ,. 

Northeastern States " 

Pacific Northwest ,l ... •\\. ·\ \, . 

: .. -, 
California 

California ,J' I 

N:ew York l' '" 
--, ' , \ 

-" 
New York 

California / ,Ii 
U.S. Wide " '. ·1· · .. 
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B 
C' 

er 
E 
EIA 

fs 
fw 
g 
H 
HI 
HO 

= wind coefficient'[�] 
= generalized shielding coefficient [-] 
= heat capacity of air [1 :022 kJtkg· K] 
"::::: annual energy load [k.J] 
=' .�ffective lyakage area [m2J 

, . = stack facto� [(m/s)(K)112] 
· = wind factor;(-] 

=· gravity [9.8 mlih 
= · building height [m] 
= inside enthalpy [kJ/kg] 
= outside enthalpy [k.J!kg] 

!DD = infiltration degree days (°C"day] 
n 
N 

= power-law exponent [-] 
= m,imber of hours [h] 

NL = nonp.alized leakage area H ' ; : 
P = pressure [Pa] · 
Q = hlrflow'�ate [m3/s] · 

. , . 

·' 

R = fraction of total leakage area iri' the. floor and ceiling [-] 
s = specific infiltration (rills] 1 

s0 = av�rage.�pe<;:ific 'infilt�ation (0.71 rri/s] 
�T = inside-outside}einperature differ�nce [°C] , 
T0 ;:::: absolute temperature (298 Kl 
K = leakage coefficient [m3·s/Pan] 
v = measured wind speed [mis] 
X = difference in ceiling/floor fractional l<mkage area [-] 
w = air change rate factor accounting for effect of local 

weather (mis? 
" · 

p = density of arr (1.2 kgim3] 0 ••• 

[h] · ' : ;, indicates' hourly �hlue· ' ' ' ,· 
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APPENDIX A 

LEAKAGE MODELING 
Blower doors can generate sets of fan flow, house pres

sure pairs. Empirically, these data can be expressed as a power 
law:21 

(3) 

For ease of use and understanding, this two-parameter 
characterization of flow is reduced to the one-parameter char
acterization of the effective leakage area of an orifice: 

(4) 

If we assume that these two expressions characterize the 
flow at some reference pressure, P,., then we calculate ELA 
from the blower door data: 

(5) 

which leads to 

(6) 

While 10 Pa is sometimes used as the reference pressure 
in Canada, ASHRAE Standards and Handbooks normally use 
4 Pa for the reference pressure. Accordingly, 4 Pa has been 
used as the reference pressure throughout this report. 

The effective leakage area, ELA, quantifies the absolute 
size of the openings in the building and for the LBL infiltration 
model is determined by summing the respective component 
leakage areas of a specific building. A better measure of the 
relative tightness, however, is the normalized leakage as 
defined in ASHRAE Standard 1 1 93 as displayed in Equation 
2. If we combine this expression with Equation 6, we find that 
for typi.cal conditions found in a single-story situation (p = 1 .2 
kg/m3; n =213, H = 2.5 m): 

(7) 

where ACH50 is the air leakage induced by a 50 Pa pressure 
from blower door operation divided by the house volume. 
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